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Background to the Study 

• Energy labelling started in Australia in 1986 

• MEPS was initially introduced in 1999 

• How much energy have we really saved? 

• This study quantifies energy savings from refrigerator 
replacements in 21 houses, mainly in Victoria and 
Sydney 

• Seven of the replacements were part of a Sustainability 
Victoria project to replace older refrigerators with the 
best models on the market 

• 14 of the replacement occurred during routine 
monitoring by Lloyd Harrington as part of his PhD at 
the University of Melbourne 



Data collection and analysis 

• Appliances were monitored in situ during normal 
use with energy measurements each minute 

• Room temperature was also measured 

• Data was broken into compressor cycles using 
interpolation to estimate each compressor start 
time 

• Defrost heater operation (where present) was 
separately identified 

• Refrigerator energy was separated into four 
separate components 



Components of refrigerator energy 

Refrigerator energy consumption can be broken into 
four main elements 

1. Energy consumption driven by room temperature 

2. Energy consumption required for defrosting 
without user interactions 

3. Additional energy consumption for defrosting 
arising from user interactions 

4. Energy consumption induced by user interactions 
such as dooring openings and food loads 



Method – temperature driven 

• Analysis of data in each house allowed an estimate 
of energy consumption by ambient temperature to 
be developed 

• Where temperature data was not available for the 
whole year, monthly indoor temperature was 
estimated from the model by Harrington et al 
(2015) 

• This allowed the temperature driven component of 
energy consumption to be accurately estimated 



Room temperature impact on energy 
each point is a compressor cycle 



Method – defrosting 
• The type of defrost control was determined 

(variable or run-time controller) from defrost 
interval observed 

• This allowed defrost energy to be split into a base 
energy consumption (no user interaction) and 
additional defrost energy driven user interactions 

• Energy for each defrost is fairly constant – defrost 
interval is the main change in response to use 

• Run-time controllers had shorter defrosts and had a 
low share of user driven defrost energy 

• Variable controllers had longer defrosts and about 
half the energy was user driven 



Defrost intervals in a house 



Method – user interactions 

• For each compressor cycle, user interaction can be 
estimated from the actual power less the power 
expected at the ambient temperature with no 
interactions 

• User induced energy is highly variable from day to 
day 

• User induced energy tends to be seasonal, some 
random low and high months 

• User induced energy is NOT the total heat load the 
appliance has to remove 



User induced energy for 1 year 



Components of refrigerator energy 



Annual simulation for each site 



Results 
7 SV houses 
• Average year of purchase OLD units = 1997 

• OLD Average annual energy in use = 799 kWh/year 

• NEW Average annual energy in use = 289 kWh/year 

• Energy savings average = 64% 

14 Harrington houses 
• Average year of purchase OLD units = 1995 

• OLD Average annual energy in use = 763 kWh/year 

• NEW Average annual energy in use = 346 kWh/year 

• Energy savings average = 55% 

 



Discussion 
• Old and new appliances had energy simulated over 

a year so seasonal impacts were taken into account 
in all cases 

• Some of the appliances were measured over short 
periods, however, savings estimates are considered 
robust based on normal seasonal profiles observed 
in many houses 

• New replacement appliances at SV sites tended to 
be best on the market (larger savings = 65%) 

• Replacements at the Harrington sites tended to be 
routine and were largely unguided, but large 
energy savings were still achieved (55%) 



Conclusions 

• The energy label is not such a good predictor of 
energy consumption during use 

• However, it does seem to provide a reasonable 
estimate of energy savings – probably because 
room temperature dominates the energy 
consumption 

• Analysis for this study demonstrates that 
replacement of refrigerators that are over 12 years 
old will achieve substantial energy savings – 
typically 60% energy reduction for equivalent size 
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